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Abstract: Synergetic effects in multi-phased AB2 Laves-phase-based metal hydride (MH)
alloys enable the access of high hydrogen storage secondary phases, despite the lower
absorption/desorption kinetics found in nickel/metal hydride (Ni/MH) batteries. Alloy design
strategies to further tune the electrochemical properties of these secondary phases include the use
of additives and processing techniques to manipulate the chemical nature and the microstructure
of these materials. It is also of particular interest to observe the engineering of constitutional point
defects and how they may affect electrochemical properties and performance. The Zr7Ni10 phase
appears particularly prone to point defects, and we use density functional theory (DFT) calculations
coupled with a statistical mechanics model to study the theoretical point defects. The Zr2Ni7 phase
appears less prone to point defects, and we use the Zr2Ni7 point defect model, as well as experimental
lattice parameters, with Zr7Ni10 phases from X-ray diffraction (XRD) as points of comparison. The
point defect models indicate that anti-site defects tend to form in the Zr7Ni10 phase, and that these
defects form more easily in the Zr7Ni10 phase than the Zr2Ni7 phase, as expected.

Keywords: nickel/metal hydride (Ni/MH) battery; Zr-Ni intermetallics; point defects; density
functional theory (DFT); statistical mechanics; modeling

1. Introduction

Nickel/metal hydride (Ni/MH) batteries utilizing multi-phased AB2 Laves-phase-based metal
hydride (MH) alloy active materials leverage the synergetic effects between secondary phases and
the main Laves phases to allow access to the high hydrogen storage of the secondary phases, such as
Zr7Ni10, despite their lower absorption/desorption kinetics [1–5]. The Zr2Ni7 phase, on the other hand,
has excellent absorption/desorption kinetics, but poor hydrogen storage capacity [4,6]. Modifiers
to the Zr-Ni alloys, including Ti in TixZr7´xNi10, have shown improvements in diffusion to help the
kinetics [5], and V in ZrVxNi3.5´x has shown improvements in capacity [6]. In addition to modifiers,
constitutional defect structures in the alloys may also affect mechanical and electrochemical properties.
Defects, including vacancies, can act to trap hydrogen and inhibit the transport of hydrogen through
the alloy [7]. In addition, other defects, such as anti-sites, can promote lower atomic packing ratios,
which can improve the cycling capability due to a higher propensity to deform rather than to crack [8,9].
The ability to tune the ratio between hydride formers, such as Zr, and hydride modifiers, such as Ni,
as well as to add other modifiers while maintaining the structure of the alloys is an important feature for
designing battery materials targeting a specific application, and can strongly affect battery performance
properties [10–13]. We have constructed point defect models for the Zr7Ni10 and Zr2Ni7 phases from
first-principle calculations to lay the groundwork for examining how structure and defects can affect
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properties that can be linked to Ni/MH battery performance, adding another dimension to consider in
the design of negative active materials. Some comparison to experimental lattice parameters show a
consistency with predicted defected structures and c/b lattice ratio trends.

2. Computational Details

Point defect models for intermetallics have been constructed and studied in the literature for
binary compounds, such as ZrNi [14], FeAl [15,16], NiAl [17], and NiAl3 [18]. We apply similar
techniques and assumptions to construct the point defect models for the Zr7Ni10 and Zr2Ni7 phases
(each with Zr-rich, stoichiometric, and Ni-rich cases); statistical mechanics use defect formation
energies and the formation of defect combinations while preserving the targeted phase composition to
provide defect compositions that minimize the potential energy of the system, and density functional
theory (DFT) calculations supply the defect formation energies needed in the statistical mechanics
model. The details in constructing the point defect models are described in Appendix. The fsolve
function from the SciPy library for Python was used to solve the equations generated for vacancies and
anti-site defects for each sublattice, defined by the equivalent atom sites in Zr7Ni10 and Zr2Ni7 phases
(e.g., 4a sites comprise a single sublattice). We neglected dumbbell and interstitial defects, due to the
limited space available near each of the sites. LaNi5 is known to form dumbbell interstitials due to the
hexagon-shaped holes above and below La on the z = 0 plane [19]. Ni–Ni distances across the hexagon
vertices measure ~5.1 Å across with Ni–Ni bond lengths of ~2.5 Å. Holes or spaces near the Zr local
environment in Zr7Ni10 and Zr2Ni7 phases are typically pentagon- or square-shaped, with vertices
measuring 3.8–4.7 Å and Ni-Ni bond lengths measuring ~2.6–2.8 Å. Defect concentrations and effective
formation energies were calculated at a reference temperature of 1000 ˝C, a temperature near the
melting points for the Zr7Ni10 and Zr2Ni7 systems [20]. When precision limitations were encountered
in Python (typically at low temperature, which results in extremely low defect concentrations), the
logarithmic terms containing defect concentration variables were analyzed and dropped when low
concentration assumptions were valid.

Electronic structure calculations were performed using the plane-wave-based DFT code
implemented in Quantum ESPRESSO (Version 5.1.0, Quantum ESPRESSO Foundation, London,
UK) [21] and ultra-soft pseudopotentials from the Garrity–Bennett–Rabe–Vanderbilt (GBRV)
Pseudopotential Library (Piscataway, NJ, USA) [22]. The exchange–correlation potential applied
the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) version of the generalized gradient approximation [23].
The recommended plane-wave cutoff energy of 40 Ry and charge-density cutoff energy of 120 Ry
allowed convergence within 1 ˆ 10´5 Ry/atom of the energy. A Methfessel–Paxton smearing width of
0.02 Ry with a Monkhorst–Pack k-point grid that yields 100–200 k-points also met convergence criteria
with reasonable speed [24,25]. Spin-polarization was not included in the calculations, as differences in
energies and stresses were low (<0.5 kbar) when included in the base equilibrium structures.

Cell structural optimizations for a given composition and structure were conducted by a variable
cell relaxation calculation that minimizes forces and stresses within the cell. Symmetry of the cell
was conserved during the structural optimizations based on a starting input structure. Non-defected
structures preserved the symmetry based on starting experimental values. Using the optimized
non-defected structure as a base, we removed or substituted atoms to create starting input values for
the defected structures. The cell is considered optimized when forces were below 1 ˆ 10´3 Ry/Å,
the minimum energy converged at below 1 ˆ 10´5 Ry/atom, and stresses converged within 0.5 kbar.

The Zr7Ni10 phase has an orthorhombic structure and can sometimes occur as a metastable
tetragonal phase [5,26,27]. It was originally reported to have space group symmetry Aba2 [28,29] and
has since been revised to have space group symmetry Cmca [30]. Its crystal structure is shown in
Figure 1a, rendered using VESTA Graphical Software (Version 3.2.1, Momma and Izumi, Tsukuba,
Japan) [31]. It contains 68 atoms per unit cell (Z = 4 formula units) with experimental parameters
a = 12.381 Å, b = 9.185 Å, and c = 9.221 Å [30]. The unit cell contains four equivalent Zr atoms in the 4a,
8d, 8e, and 8f 1 positions and three equivalent Ni atoms in the 8f 2, 16g1, and 16g2 positions. A supercell
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was not constructed due to the inherent large size of the cell. The structure with the space group
Aba2 was evaluated for the calculation and allowed to relax, yielding the energy of the non-defected
structure. Point defects involving all equivalent sites of the optimized non-defected structure were
also evaluated, obtaining the energy of each defected structure after relaxation.
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Figure 1. Unit-cell crystal structures for (a) Zr7Ni10 and (b) Zr2Ni7.

The Zr2Ni7 phase is monoclinic, and its crystal structure is shown in Figure 1b. It contains
36 atoms per unit cell (Z = 4) with experimental parameters a = 4.698 Å, b = 8.235 Å, c = 12.193 Å and
β = 95.83˝ [32]. It contains two equivalent Zr atoms in the 4i1 and 4i2 positions and four equivalent Ni
atoms in the 4i3, 8j1, 8j2, and 8j3 positions. A 2 ˆ 1 ˆ 1 supercell containing 72 atoms was constructed
to reduce interactions for the defects in adjacent cells. Point defects involving all equivalent sites were
evaluated to obtain the energy of each defected structure after relaxation. The structures for ZrNi5
(cubic AuBe5 structure [33]), Zr8Ni21 (triclinic Hf8Ni21 structure [34]), and ZrNi (orthorhombic CrB
structure [35]) were also optimized to calculate the energies that define the tie lines for the formation
energy diagrams.

The point defect model is developed for stoichiometric and near stoichiometric compositions
in which assumptions for low defect concentrations are valid and interactions between defects are
considered negligible. Defect concentrations beyond ~1% concentration would require a new model
that considers defect interactions and the dependence of defect formation energy parameters on
defect concentration.

3. Experimental Setup

Lattice parameters shrink with vacancy-predominant defects, and grow with certain anti-site
defects (e.g., Zr Ñ Ni anti-site defects). Experimental lattice parameters offer some evidence of the
consistency of the Zr7Ni10 point defect model. An arc melting process under continuous argon flow
with a non-consumable tungsten electrode and water-cooled copper tray was used to prepare Zr-rich
and Ni-rich Zr7Ni10 ingot samples. Before each arc melt, a piece of sacrificial titanium was repeatedly
melted and cooled for several cycles to reduce the residual oxygen concentration in the system.
Similarly, each 5 g ingot was turned over, melted, and cooled several times to ensure uniformity in
the chemical composition. A Rigaku Miniflex X-ray diffractometer (XRD, Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) was
used to study the phase component. JEOL-JSM32C and JEOL-JSM6400 scanning electron microscopes
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(SEM, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) were applied to investigating
the phase distribution and composition.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Theoretical Point Defects in Zr7Ni10

DFT calculation of the Zr7Ni10 phase in the space group Aba2 results in a relaxed structure
with a space group Cmca symmetry. The calculated lattice parameters are shown in Table 1, with
comparative experimental lattice parameters. The lattice parameters show reasonable agreement with
the experiment results, although the calculated structure appears to converge to a near tetragonal
unit cell. This near tetragonal structure differs from the tetragonal meta-stable phase observed
experimentally after hydrogenation–dehydrogenation of Zr7Ni10 alloys; the dehydrogenated Zr7Ni10

alloy has a smaller lattice parameter (a = b = 6.496 Å) with different symmetry [5,26,27]. Constitutional
point defects may play a role in the different structures that were observed and calculated for the
Zr7Ni10 phase, for example, by introducing distortion to the lattice that favors the orthorhombic unit
cell. Defects and distortion to the crystal lattice may promote diffusion kinetics for improved rate
performance and access to hydrogen storage capacity if energy barriers between hydrogen sites are
lowered with the defects/distortion. We examine the relative ease with which defects can form by first
calculating the DFT defect formation energies for the Zr7Ni10 phase.

Table 1. Zr7Ni10 unit-cell lattice parameters.

Parameter This Work References [28,29] Reference [30]

Space group Cmca Aba2 Cmca
a (Å) 12.419 12.386 12.381
b (Å) 9.179 9.156 9.185
c (Å) 9.180 9.211 9.221

Unit-cell volume (Å3) 1046.5 1044.6 1048.6

4.1.1. Density Functional Theory Defect Formation Energies

Ground state DFT formation energies (at T = 0 K) for Zr7Ni10 phase and the theoretical NiÑ Zr
anti-site, Zr vacancy, Ni vacancy, and Zr Ñ Ni anti-site defects are plotted in Figure 2 with the tie
lines to the neighboring compounds Zr8Ni21 and ZrNi. The formation energies were calculated using
following the equation:

∆H f “
E pZrnNimq ´

n
2 E pZr2q ´

m
4 E pNi4q

n`m
(1)

where E(ZrnNim) is the energy of the Zr-Ni compound in the structure of interest, E(Zr2) is the energy
of Zr in hexagonal close-packed structure, and E(Ni4) is the energy of Ni in a face-centered-cubic
structure. Tie lines connect the ground state DFT formation energies of neighboring equilibrium
structures (e.g., Zr7Ni10 and Zr8Ni21 phases), and represent the ground state energies of phase mixtures
based on the overall Zr content (as opposed to a single phase with the same Zr content containing
vacancy/anti-site defects). All of the defect energies at 0 K lie above the stoichiometric compound,
as well as above the tie lines, indicating energy is required for the defects to form, and that the defects
are in competition with formation of phases or mixtures of phases. There can be a large difference in
formation energies between the investigated sublattice sites, and each type of defect appears to prefer
different sites. Out of the Zr sublattices, the NiÑ Zr anti-site defect appears to preferentially form on
the 8e sublattice, while the Zr vacancy defect appears to prefer the 4a sublattice. For the Ni sublattices,
the Ni vacancy defect appears to preferentially form on one of the 16g sublattices, while the ZrÑ Ni
anti-site defect appears to preferentially form on the 8f 2 sublattice. Note that defect formation energies
on the 16g1 and 16g2 sublattices are similar and appear indistinguishable in Figure 2.
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The model considers the effects of the heat of mixing, entropy, vibrational energy, and defect
interaction on the free energy of each of the possible phases to be negligible, and a more comprehensive
study of the point defect models could consider the effect of defect interactions. However, the DFT
formation energies indicate that, out of the defects considered, the 8e Ni Ñ Zr anti-site and the 8f 2

ZrÑNi anti-site defects are the most stable of the point defects for the Zr7Ni10 phase. However,
since the Zr7Ni10 phase is an ordered, binary compound, a mixture of all point defects is necessarily
generated in order to maintain bulk homogeneity and required stoichiometry, and this is addressed by
the statistical mechanics model (see Appendix).

4.1.2. Theoretical Effective Defect Formation Model

The theoretical defect concentrations for Zr7Ni10 phase at 1000 ˝C calculated from the statistical
mechanics model using defect energy parameters derived from DFT calculations are plotted as
functions of Zr-content for stoichiometric and theoretical off-stoichiometric compositions in Figure 3.
Concentrations of defects for each of the different site sublattices were generated and combined to give
a total concentration for a defect on the atomic sublattice. The A atoms represent Zr and the B atoms
represent Ni in the binary statistical mechanics model, where cZr

v is the concentration of vacancies of
the Zr sublattices, cNi

v is the concentration of vacancies of the Ni sublattices, cZr
Ni is the concentration of

total NiÑ Zr anti-site defects, and cNi
Zr is the concentration of total ZrÑ Ni anti-site defects.
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The stoichiometric Zr7Ni10 phase at 1000 ˝C is dominated by Ni Ñ Zr and Zr Ñ Ni anti-site
defects in an approximately 1:1 ratio. Zr-rich compositions promote more defects of the Ni sublattices,
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particularly Zr Ñ Ni anti-site defects. Ni Ñ Zr anti-site defects dominate the analysis for Ni-rich
compositions, and while the concentration of Zr vacancies increases, it does not approach the
concentrations of the other defects. Each of the defects in the sublattices generated an effective
formation energy, and the weighted average by concentration of sublattice sites was used to calculate
the theoretical effective formation energies of the atomic point defects. The theoretical effective
formation energies for the respective point defects at 1000 ˝C are tabulated in Table 2 and show
the relative ease at which the defects can form. The effective formation energies for the defects are
consistent with the defect concentration trends observed in Figure 3, with ZrÑ Ni anti-site defects
showing the lowest effective formation energy at stoichiometry and in the Zr-rich state.

Table 2. Theoretical effective formation energies for point defects in Zr7Ni10 at 1000 ˝C.

Defects Ni-Rich Stoichiometric Zr-Rich

∆Hv
Zr (eV) 2.12 2.22 2.33

∆Hv
Ni (eV) 1.10 1.03 0.95

∆HNi
Zr (eV) 0.49 0.66 0.86

∆HZr
Ni (eV) 0.80 0.63 0.44

The non-defected and defected unit-cell lattice parameters based on the structure that yielded the
lowest DFT formation energy are tabulated in Table 3. Comparison of these calculated parameters to
experimental lattice parameters, as measured by XRD, may offer some insight into the point defect
structures that may occur in the Zr7Ni10 phase.

Table 3. Unit-cell lattice parameters for non-defected and defected Zr7Ni10.

Parameters Perfect Crystal Zr Vacancy (4a) Ni Ñ Zr
Anti-Site (8e)

Ni Vacancy
(16g2)

ZrÑNi
Anti-Site (8f 2)

a (Å) 12.418 12.334 12.365 12.379 12.437
b (Å) 9.179 9.152 9.135 9.172 9.224
c (Å) 9.180 9.139 9.152 9.162 9.230

Unit-cell volume (Å3) 1046.4 1031.6 1033.7 1040.3 1058.8

We have noted that the calculated crystal structure for the stoichiometric Zr7Ni10 phase based on
parameters given in literature appears to converge towards a tetragonal unit cell. Experimental
lattice parameters, however, show c/b lattice parameter ratios of 1.004–1.006 (~0.5% difference
from the calculated value). Calculated anti-site defected lattice parameters also show c/b ratios >1,
while vacancy defected lattice parameters show ratios <1. The point defect model for the Zr7Ni10

phase presented here predicts higher concentrations of anti-site defects for stoichiometric and
off-stoichiometric compositions. Curiously, the anti-site defected unit-cell aspect ratio trends appear
more consistent to the experimental literature results than for the perfect crystal case (0.2% difference
vs. 0.5% difference, respectively). This is despite experimental conditions that include an annealing
treatment at a high temperature for a long period of time (one month) to obtain equilibrium phases [30].
We also note that the equilibrium phase diagram for the Ni-Zr system has been revised to correct
the solubility window for the Zr7Ni10 phase, originally reporting a Zr-content range of 41.1 at%
to 43.5 at%, to a maximum threshold of 41.5 at% [20,27,36]. The relative difficulty in removing
defects (or conversely, the relative ease of forming defects) in the Zr7Ni10 phase could have led to
the construction of the larger solubility window, which supports the case for the presence of anti-site
defects at stoichiometric compositions, but does not reconcile the observation that the defects do not
appear to be the most thermodynamically favorable structures, based on the assumptions made in
these calculations. Possible future work can re-examine the assumptions involved in calculating the
free energies of the non-defected and defected Zr7Ni10 phase, taking into account effects of temperature
on vibrational and entropic contributions. Supercells with both ZrÑ Ni and NiÑ Zr anti-site defects
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for stoichiometric compositions can be examined for possible interactive configurations and optimized
for comparison.

In considering the types of point defects for the Zr7Ni10 phase that may promote better
electrochemical performance in Ni/MH batteries, the Zr Ñ Ni anti-site defects that are prevalent
in Zr-rich phases offer a slightly larger unit-cell volume for hydrogen storage, lowering the plateau
pressure and stabilizing the hydride and hydrogen storage sites. Conversely, the Ni Ñ Zr anti-site
defects that are prevalent in Ni-rich phases slightly reduce the unit-cell volume, destabilizing the
hydride and hydrogen storage sites. ZrÑ Ni anti-site defects may also further locally trap hydrogen,
with Zr strongly binding to hydrogen (heats of hydride formation are ´163 kJ¨mol´1 for metallic
Zr [37] and ´50 kJ¨mol´1 for Zr7Ni10 [5]). However, the effects of these defects on hydrogen storage
capacity and reversibility appear incremental compared to the direct effects of structure and the
hydrogen binding energy related to the ratio of hydride formers (Zr) and modifiers (Ni) in the alloy
composition, which would need to be considered for comparing properties across different phases,
such as the Zr7Ni10 and Zr2Ni7 phases. For example, the effect of hydrogen binding with higher Zr
content can be seen in the reversibility performance (Zr7Ni10 phase has a Zr/Ni ratio of 0.70 with
77% reversible capacity and an initial capacity of 1.01 hydrogen to metal (H/M), while Zr2Ni7 phase
has a Zr/Ni ratio of 0.29 with 100% reversible capacity and an initial capacity of 0.29 H/M [4]; the
point defect models predict defect concentrations of 10´5–10´3 at stoichiometry for local site effects).
Within a single phase, however, insights may be gleaned for future alloy design, particularly since
synergetic effect studies show that Zr7Ni10 is a good catalytic phase, and improving its thermodynamic
properties can further improve the performance of multi-phase negative electrode active materials [1].
One such strategy is to try to maintain the Zr7Ni10 crystal structure, while substituting elements that
have less of an affinity for hydrogen (Ti has a heat of hydrogen formation of ´124 kJ¨mol´1 [37]) while
balancing lattice shrinkage with combination of anti-site defects and other additives. The point defect
models offer a first step towards laying the groundwork for understanding the role of constitutional
defects as it relates to alloy design and optimization of electrochemical properties for Ni/MH batteries.
Investigation of absorption–desorption or diffusion kinetics, through the calculation of the activation
energy by methods such as nudged elastic band, can be of interest. Future work involving additives
can also offer further tuning of the defect structures; addition of Ti has experimentally improved
hydrogen reversibility, as well as the kinetics needed for high-rate discharge [5].

4.2. Theoretical Point Defects in Zr2Ni7

The Zr2Ni7 phase was studied to provide a comparison to the Zr7Ni10 phase in terms of the
types of defects formed and the ease of defect formation. The DFT structure optimization calculation
for the Zr2Ni7 phase is consistent with the monoclinic C2/m symmetry and structure reported in
literature. The calculated lattice parameters are shown in Table 4 with experimental comparative
lattice parameters. The lattice parameters show reasonable agreement with the experimental results.
The DFT defect formation energies for the Zr2Ni7 phase are calculated based on this optimized
calculated structure.

Table 4. Zr2Ni7 unit-cell lattice parameters.

Lattice Parameter This Work From Reference [32]

a (Å) 4.677 4.698
b (Å) 8.239 8.235
c (Å) 12.176 12.193
β (˝) 95.20 95.83

4.2.1. Density Functional Theory Formation Energies

Ground state DFT formation energies for the Zr2Ni7 phase and its theoretical NiÑ Zr anti-site,
Zr vacancy, Ni vacancy, and Zr Ñ Ni anti-site defects are plotted in Figure 4, with tie lines to
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neighboring compounds ZrNi5 and Zr8Ni21. All defect energies at 0 K lie above that of the
stoichiometric compounds, as well as the tie lines. However, the Ni Ñ Zr anti-site defect energy
lies considerably higher than the stoichiometric compound and the ZrNi5-Zr2Ni7 mixture tie line,
indicating a possible shift in the dominating defects found in a Ni-rich compound. The Zr Ñ Ni
anti-site defect energy is the lowest of the defects for the Zr2Ni7 phase, followed by the Ni vacancy
defect energy. There is a small difference in defect energy between the 4i and 8j sites for the Ni vacancy
defect, but there is a larger difference between the sites of the Zr Ñ Ni anti-site defect. In general,
point defects appear to form preferentially in the 8j sublattices. Note that defect formation energies for
several sets of sublattices are similar and appear indistinguishable in Figure 4 (i.e., 4i1 and 4i2, 4i3 and
8j3, and 8j1 and 8j2).Batteries 2016, 2, 23 8 of 15 
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4.2.2. Theoretical Effective Defect Formation Model

The theoretical defect concentrations for the Zr2Ni7 phase at 1000 ˝C are plotted as functions of
Zr-content in Figure 5. Stoichiometric Zr2Ni7 phase at 1000 ˝C is dominated by Ni vacancy defects.
ZrÑ Ni anti-site defects overtake the formation of Ni vacancy defects in Zr-rich compositions, making
Ni Ñ Zr anti-site defects the predominant defect for Ni-rich compositions. Zr vacancy defects also
increase on the Ni-rich side, but again, the concentration is overall relatively low.
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The weighted theoretical effective formation energies for the respective point defects at 1000 ˝C
are tabulated in Table 5 and define the relative ease for which a particular defect can form. The effective
formation energies for the defects are consistent with the defect concentration trends observed in
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Figure 5, with Ni vacancies showing the lowest effective formation energy at stoichiometric ratios.
By comparing the point defect models between the Zr7Ni10 and Zr2Ni7 phases, the data suggests
that it is easier to form defects in the Zr7Ni10 phase than the Zr2Ni7 phase, which is consistent with
our hypothesis.

Table 5. Theoretical effective formation energies for point defects in Zr2Ni7 at 1000 ˝C.

Defects Ni-Rich Stoichiometric Zr-Rich

∆Hv
Zr (eV) 1.89 2.52 3.47

∆Hv
Ni (eV) 1.42 1.24 0.97

∆HNi
Zr (eV) 0.48 1.29 2.52

∆HZr
Ni (eV) 2.60 1.79 0.56

In considering the types of point defects within the Zr2Ni7 phase that may promote better
electrochemical performance in Ni/MH batteries, we again express caution for comparing different
phases, but within the Zr2Ni7 phase, Zr Ñ Ni anti-site defects that are prevalent in Zr-rich phases
offer a slightly larger unit-cell volume for hydrogen storage at the expense of possible hydrogen
trapping, due to local Zr concentrations. Conversely, NiÑ Zr anti-site defects that are prevalent in
Ni-rich phases slightly reduce the unit-cell volume and, thereby, offer less space to accommodate
hydrogen storage.

4.3. Experimental Zr-Rich and Ni-Rich Zr7Ni10 Phase Analysis

The Zr-rich and Ni-rich Zr7Ni10 alloy samples were used to compare their experimental lattice
parameters to defected lattice parameters, as predicted by the model and calculated from DFT.
No annealing treatment was applied to the samples to preserve meta-stable, off-stoichiometric
phases. Representative SEM images of the Zr-rich sample are shown in Figure 6a,b, and their phase
compositions, represented by differing contrasts in the images, are analyzed by EDS and listed in
Table 6. The stoichiometric Zr7Ni10 phase has a B/A ratio of 1.43 (where B = Ni, Al, and Mn and A = Zr),
and the SEM-EDS analysis shows that the sample is mainly composed of a Zr-rich phase and smaller
distributions of a Ni-rich phase, with a small presence of the Zr2Ni phase. There is a small amount
of Mn contamination in this sample, which may affect the interpretation of the results. However,
previous first-principle calculations investigating substitutions in LaNi5 and TiMn2 alloys suggest that
Mn and Ni substitutions do not alter the alloys’ hydrogen stability sites, which offers an indication
that the small amount of observed contamination may also have little effect [38]. A representative
SEM image of the Ni-rich sample is shown in Figure 6c, with the phase composition listed similarly in
Table 6. The analysis shows that the second sample is composed mainly of Ni-rich phases with the
minor presence of the Zr2Ni phase. Contamination was not detected in this particular sample.

Table 6. Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) phase compositions of select areas for Zr-rich and
Ni-rich Zr7Ni10 alloy samples depicted in Figure 6.

Sample Area Zr Ni Al Mn B/A Phase

Zr-rich Zr7Ni10

1 42.6 57.3 0.0 0.1 1.35 Zr7Ni10
2 35.6 64.4 0.0 0.1 1.81 Zr7Ni10
3 38.4 59.4 0.0 2.2 1.60 Zr7Ni10
4 66.0 33.9 0.0 0.1 0.52 Zr2Ni

Ni-rich Zr7Ni10

1 40.4 59.6 0.0 0.0 1.48 Zr7Ni10
2 39.9 60.1 0.0 0.0 1.51 Zr7Ni10
3 40.3 59.7 0.0 0.0 1.48 Zr7Ni10
4 40.2 59.8 0.0 0.0 1.49 Zr7Ni10
5 68.0 32.0 0.0 0.0 0.47 Zr2Ni
6 59.9 40.1 0.0 0.0 0.67 Zr2Ni
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Figure 6. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of a Zr-rich Zr7Ni10 alloy sample showing 
representative phase distributions of (a) mainly Zr-rich phase and a smaller distribution of Ni-rich 
phases with (b) the presence of some amount of the Zr2Ni phase; and (c) a Ni-rich Zr7Ni10 alloy sample 
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associated with the numbered areas are listed in Table 6. 

Figure 6. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of a Zr-rich Zr7Ni10 alloy sample showing
representative phase distributions of (a) mainly Zr-rich phase and a smaller distribution of Ni-rich
phases with (b) the presence of some amount of the Zr2Ni phase; and (c) a Ni-rich Zr7Ni10 alloy sample
consisting of mainly Ni-rich phase and the presence of some amount of the Zr2Ni phase. The bar
on the right lower corner of the Zr-rich samples indicates a length of 20 µm. Chemical compositions
associated with the numbered areas are listed in Table 6.

Experimental lattice parameters for the Zr-rich and Ni-rich Zr7Ni10 samples were obtained from
XRD measurement, and are listed in Table 7. In comparison to the theoretical and experimental lattice
parameters for the stoichiometric Zr7Ni10 phase, both off-stoichiometric samples show unit cells that
are smaller than expected. However, the Zr-rich sample shows a larger unit cell than the Ni-rich
samples, which is consistent with expectations. The c/b ratios are also >1, which is consistent with the
anti-site defected structures predicted by the point defect model.

Table 7. Experimental lattice parameters for Zr-rich and Ni-rich Zr7Ni10 samples.

Parameter Zr-Rich Zr7Ni10 Ni-Rich Zr7Ni10

a (Å) 12.365 12.356
b (Å) 9.172 9.162
c (Å) 9.208 9.194

Unit-cell volume (Å3) 1044.2 1040.7

5. Conclusions

Defect models for the Zr7Ni10 and Zr2Ni7 intermetallic phases were calculated from
first-principles using DFT and statistical mechanics. Zr-Ni based active negative electrode materials
in Ni/MH batteries offer performance benefits such as improved capacity through synergetic phase
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effects, and the understanding and engineering of point defects can contribute to further improvement
in these materials through the framework that is laid by the defect models. DFT calculations confirmed
that the Zr7Ni10 phase structure has space group Cmca symmetry in the ground state. The point
defect model indicates that at stoichiometry, the Zr7Ni10 phase tends to form ZrÑNi and NiÑ Zr
anti-site defects in a 1:1 ratio, while Zr2Ni7 tends to form Ni vacancy defects. Zr vacancies appear
almost negligible in both Zr7Ni10 and Zr2Ni7 compounds. Zr Ñ Ni anti-site defects are the most
prevalent defects in Zr-rich compositions in both compounds, and NiÑ Zr anti-site defects are the
most prevalent defects in Ni-rich compositions. In general, it is easier to form defects in the Zr7Ni10

phase than the Zr2Ni7 phase. Comparison to experimental lattice parameters for the Zr7Ni10 phase
from XRD measurements show some discrepancy (~0.5% difference in c/b ratios) with regard to the
orthorhombic versus tetragonal unit cells predicted by first principle calculations, which warrants
further re-examination of the typical assumptions, as well as supercells that consider the distribution
and interaction of defects in the calculations. Despite this discrepancy, the experimental lattice trends
for off-stoichiometric phases (c/b ratios > 1) appear to be consistent with the anti-site defects and
the c/b ratios predicted by the model. The point defect models can be used to further investigate
absorption–desorption or diffusion kinetics through nudged elastic band DFT calculations, offering
further tuning of alloy design and the optimization of electrochemical properties for Ni/MH batteries.
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Appendix

Defect models for Zr7Ni10 and Zr2Ni7 intermetallic phases are developed using statistical
mechanics within the generalized grand canonical µPT formalism for an ordered, binary system
AnBm, where Zr is an A-site atom and Ni is a B-site atom. The model is similar to the ones developed
for NiAl [17] and NiAl3 [18] systems, but is extended to account for a variable number of sublattices
for each type of atom. These statistical mechanics-based models address the issue of non-homogeneity
that can occur if we apply a monatomic crystal defect model wherein the formation energy of a
vacancy defect is described by removing an atom and inserting it at a surface site; hypothetically
by analogy in a binary system, A-site vacancies in an A0.5B0.5 crystal would generate a surface of
strictly A atoms, introducing non-homogeneity into the system [16,39]. To maintain homogeneity and
composition of the bulk, such A-site vacancies are then necessarily accompanied by B-site vacancies,
A Ñ B anti-site defects, or a mixture of the defects. The statistical mechanics model considers the
different possible local defect configurations possible, minimizing the system potential to obtain
equilibrium concentrations of each type of defect.

The system is described on a unit cell basis, so that n = 28 and m = 40 for Zr7Ni10 phase and n = 8
and m = 28 for Zr2Ni7 phase. The generalized grand canonical formalism prescribes the independent
variable temperature T, pressure P, and chemical potential µA and µB. The generalized grand canonical
potential J’ is defined as:

J1 “ U ` PV ´ TS´ µANA ´ µBNB (A1)

where U is the internal energy of the system, V is the volume, S is the entropy, NA is the number of A
atoms in the system, and NB is the number of B atoms in the system. The equilibrium concentrations
of each type of point defect are found by minimizing the potential with respect to the concentration cν

i
or particle number Nν

i of each type of defect i (vacancy or anti-site) on the sublattice ν. Each system
contains M total possible lattice sites, which may be divided into sublattices α for A-site atoms and
β for B-site atoms. The sublattices can be further subdivided into α1, α2, . . . , αk, and β1, β2, . . . , βl,
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for k equivalent A atoms and l equivalent B atoms. For example in the Zr7Ni10 phase, we assign 4a, 8d,
8e, and 8f 1 sites for the Zr atoms to sublattices α1, α2, α3, and α4, respectively, and 8f 2, 16g1, and 16g2

sites for the Ni atoms to sublattices β1, β2, and β3, respectively. M is then also the sum of the lattice
sites for each of the sublattices:

M “
ÿ

k

Mαk `
ÿ

l

Mβl (A2)

where Mαk is the total number of lattice sites for the αk sublattice and Mβl is the total number of lattice
sites for the βl sublattice. The number of A and B atoms NA and NB in the system that can occupy the
lattice sites is described by the accounting of the lattice sites and the number of defects:

NA “
ÿ

k

Mαk ´
ÿ

k

Nαk
v ´

ÿ

k

Nαk
B `

ÿ

l

Nβl
A (A3)

NB “
ÿ

l

Mβl ´
ÿ

l

Nβl
v ´

ÿ

l

Nβl
A `

ÿ

k

Nαk
B (A4)

where Nαk
v is the number of vacancy defects on the αk sublattice, Nαk

B is the number of BÑ A antisite
defects on the αk sublattice, Nβl

v is the number of vacancy defects on the βl sublattice, and Nβl
A is the

number of AÑB antisite defects on the βl sublattice.
The internal energy U can be described as a sum of the ground state energy of the non-defected

system and the defect formation energies:

U “ Mε0 `
ÿ

k

Nαk
v ε

αk
v ` Nαk

B ε
αk
B `

ÿ

l

Nβl
v ε

βl
v ` Nβl

A ε
βl
A (A5)

The ground state energy per atom ε0 and the defect formation energy parameters εν
i are calculated

from DFT using a supercell of N total lattice sites, such that

ε0 “
1
N

E pN, 0q (A6)

ε
αk ,βl
v “ E

´

N ´ 1, 1αk ,βl
¯

´ E pN, 0q (A7)

ε
βl
A “ E

´

N, Aβl
¯

´ E pN, 0q (A8)

ε
αk
B “ E pN, Bαkq ´ E pN, 0q (A9)

where EpN, 0q is the ground state energy of the supercell of size N with zero defects, EpN ´ 1, 1αk ,βl q

is the ground state energy of the supercell of size N ´ 1 with one vacancy on the respective sublattice,
EpN, Aβl q is the ground state energy of the supercell of size N with one A atom on the βl sublattice,
and EpN, Bαkq is the ground state energy of the supercell of size N with one B atom on the αk
sublattice. For low defect concentrations and cases near stoichiometry, the defects are assumed to be
non-interacting so that εν

i does not change with concentration.
The volume of the system can also be written as a sum of its equilibrium volume in the

non-defected state and the changes in the volume due to its defects:

V “ Mv0 `
ÿ

k

Nαk
v vαk

v ` Nαk
B vαk

B `
ÿ

l

Nβl
v vβl

v ` Nβl
A vβl

A (A10)

where v0 is the unit-cell volume per atom and vν
i is the defect volume formation parameter for defect i

on sublattice ν, defined similarly as in Equations (A6)–(A9).
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The entropy S is the sum of the equilibrium entropy in the non-defected state, the defect formation
entropies, and the configurational entropy:

S “ Ms0 `
ř

k
Nαk

v sαk
v ` Nαk

B sαk
B `

ř

l
Nβl

v sβl
v ` Nβl

A sβl
A

` kBln
ˆ

ś

k

Mαk !
N
αk
v !N

αk
B !

´

Mαk´N
αk
v ´N

αk
B

¯

!

¨
ś

l

Mβl !
N
βl
v !N

βl
A !

´

Mβl´N
βl
v ´N

βl
B

¯

!

¸

(A11)

where s0 is the entropy per atom in the non-defected structure and sν
i is the defect entropy formation

parameter for defect i on sublattice ν, defined similarly as in Equations (A6)–(A9). Concentrations
for each type of defect cν

i can be derived by substituting Equations (A3)–(A5), (A10) and (A11) into
Equation (A1) and minimizing the potential with respect to Nν

i , such that:

cαk
v “

Nαk
v

M
“

Mαk

M
es
αk
v {kB e´pε

αk
v `µA`Pv

αk
v q{kBT

1` es
αk
v {kB e´pε

αk
v `µA`Pv

αk
v q{kBT ` es

αk
B {kB e´pε

αk
B `µA´µB`Pv

αk
B q{kBT

(A12)

cαk
B “

Nαk
B

M
“

Mαk

M
es
αk
B {kB e´pε

αk
B `µA´µB`Pv

αk
B q{kBT

1` es
αk
v {kB e´pε

αk
v `µA`Pv

αk
v q{kBT ` es

αk
B {kB e´pε

αk
B `µA´µB`Pv

αk
B q{kBT

(A13)

Similar expressions are derived for cβl
v and cβl

A .
The chemical potentials µA and µB are Lagrangian parameters that can be determined from the

thermodynamic relation J’ = 0 for the generalized grand canonical potential [16]. From this relation,
we combine Equations (A1), (A5) and (A10)–(A13) and their analogous expressions to obtain:

ε0 ` Pv0 ´ Ts0 “
ř

k

Mαk
M µA `

ř

l

Mβl
M µB

´
ř

k

Mαk
M kBTln

´

1´ M
Mαk cαk

v ´ M
Mαk cαk

B

¯

´
ř

l

Mβl
M kBTln

´

1´ M
Mβl

cβl
v ´ M

Mβl
cβl

A

¯

(A14)

A final expression describing the composition of the compound preserves the composition of the
compound of the system of interest:

NA

NB
“

ř

k Mαk ´
ř

k Nαk
B ´

ř

k Nαk
v `

ř

l Nβl
A

ř

l Mβl ´
ř

l Nβl
A ´

ř

l Nβl
v `

ř

k Nαk
B

“
x

1´ x
(A15)

where x is the atomic fraction of A atoms of the system AxB1´x.
The effective formation energy of the atomic defects is defined as:

∆Hν
i “ ´kB

Bcν
i

B

´

1
T

¯ (A16)

which simplifies to
∆Hαk

v “ ε
αk
v ` µA (A17)

∆Hαk
B “ ε

αk
B ` µA ´ µB (A18)

and similarly for ∆Hβl
v and ∆Hβl

A .
Within this statistical mechanics model for a binary intermetallic compound, the contributions

from PV and entropy are much smaller than the contributions from the internal energy, and, therefore,
Pv0, vν

i , s0 and sν
i are typically considered negligible for room temperature and pressure.
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Abbreviations

cν
i Concentration of defect i on the sublattice ν

cNi
v Concentration of vacancies on the Ni sublattices

cZr
v Concentration of vacancies on the Zr sublattices

cNi
Zr Concentration of Zr anti-site atoms in the Ni sublattices

cZr
Ni Concentration of Ni anti-site atoms in the Zr sublattices

DFT Density functional theory
EDS Energy dispersive spectroscopy
J’ Generalized grand canonical potential
kB Boltzmann constant
M Number of lattice sites
NA Number of A atoms
NB Number of B atoms
Nν

i Number of defect i on the sublattice ν
MH Metal hydride
Ni/MH Nickel/metal hydride
P Pressure
s0 Entropy per atom for non-defected structure
sν

i Defect entropy formation parameter for defect i on sublattice ν
SEM Scanning electron microscopy
T Temperature
U Internal energy
v0 Unit-cell volume per atom for non-defected structure
vν

i Defect volume formation parameter for defect i on sublattice ν
XRD X-ray diffraction
Z Number of formula units
αk kth sublattice for A-site atoms
βl lth sublattice for B-site atoms
∆Hf Energy of formation
∆Hv

Ni Effective defect formation energy for vacancies in the Ni sublattices
∆Hv

Zr Effective defect formation energy for vacancies in the Zr sublattices
∆HZr

Ni Effective defect formation energy for Zr anti-site atoms in the Ni sublattices
∆HNi

Zr Effective defect formation energy for Ni anti-site atoms in the Zr sublattices
ε0 Energy per atom for non-defected structure
εν

i Defect energy formation parameter for defect i on sublattice ν
µA Chemical potential for A atom
µB Chemical potential for B atom
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